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3. Introduction
For many years analytical ultracentrifugation was the major source of informa-
tion on the heterogeneity and molecular size of macromolecules. In the field of
protein chemistry the question of solute heterogeneity is now usually addressed
by gel electrophoretic and gel chromatographic techniques, and the molecular
wetght is either calculated from the amino acid sequence or obtained by mass
sPectromety. Because such molecular weight values refer only to the covalently-
linked polypeptide chain(s), they provide no information about the macro
molecular state of the functional protein or en4rrne. In its simplest application
moleorlar werght measurement by analytical ultracentrifugation is therefore
used to characterize quaternary structure, which affords an example ofa self-
association equilibrium that has gone to completion.

For many proteins, however, the monomeric and polyrneric forrrs coexist in
association equilibrium, the relative proportions of the two macromolectrlar
states varying with total solute concentration in accordance with k Chokliels
principle: the polymeric state is favoured by an increase in concentration,
whereas dilution favours the monomeric state. Analytical ulhacentrifugtion
has great potential for characterizing the self-association equilibrium by virtue
of these concentrationdependent changes in the average macromolecular state
of the solute. The requirement that a rapidly reequilibrating solute system be
characterized without perturbing the equilibrium state is readily accommodated
by either of the two commonly used techniques in analJrrical ultracentrifugation
-sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium. In the former the
ultracentrifuge is operated at a sufficiently high angular velocity for the
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centrifugal force on a solute molecule to dominate its migration. In sediment-
ation equilibrium the instrument is operated at a much lower angular velocity
to allow a balance to be achieved between the radially-outward flow of solute
and the backdiftrsional flow in response to the concentration gradient being
developed by the centrifugal force.

Despite the greater biological prevalence of interactions between dissimilar
macromolecular reactants, protein self-association has been the predominant
phenomenon studied by analytical ultracentrifugation. However, the intro
duction of a new generation of analytical ultracentrifuges has also kindled
interest in use of the technique for characterizing interactions between dis-
similar reactants. The main emphasis in current ultracentrifuge studies is thus
the study of noncovalent macromolecular association equilibria: protein-protein
interactions such as those involved in en4nne selFassociation or the binding of
an antibody to its eliciting protein antigen; protein-nucleic acid interactions
zuch as those associated with regulation of the transcription and translation
of genetic information; and protein-carbohydrate interactions such as those
between a lectin and the sugar moiet5r of a glycoprotein.

2 Experimental aspects of sedimentation
equilibrium
As noted above, the sedimentation equilibrium variant of analytical ultra-
centrifugation entails operation of the instmment at a relatively low angular
velocity that allows the celtrifugally driven flow of solute to be rnatched by the
diffirsiondriven counterflow in response to the gradient in solute concentration
being generated by the sedimentation process. From the viewpoint of molecular
weight determination, the magnitude of the sedimentation coefficient alone
does not suffice because of its dependence upon shape as well as size of the
solute. In the limit of zero solute concentration the sedimentation coefficient of
a solute, sf, is related to molecular parameters by the expression:

sao : Ma(1 - tapJ/Md l1l

wherefl denotes the shapedependent translational frictional coefficient of the
solute with molecularweight M6 and partial specific volume fa: p, is the solvent
density and N is Avogadro's number. Because the corresponding diffirsion co,
efficient, Dao, is governed by the magnitude of the translational frictional
coefficient according to the expression:

D^'= RrlN/J l2l

where R and T refer to the universal gas constant and absolute temperature
respectively, the influence of fa on the separate magnitudes of the sediment-
ation and diffi.rsion coefficients disappears from their ratio: specifically,

l3l
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lnasmuch as the solute distribution at sedimentation equilibrium is governed

by this ratio, the parameter to emerge from analysis of such distributions is the

buoyant molecular weight, Ma(1 - vapJ.

2.1 Procedural details of a sedimentation equilibrium
experiment
Sedimentation equilibrium experiments are conducted in a doublesector cell.

One sector contains the macromolecular solution and the otler the appropriate

solvent. Because proteins; nucleic acids, and many polysaccharides bear net

charge, the reference sector needs to contain buffer with which the macroion

is in dialysis equilibrium so that the chemical potential of the macromolecule
(the driving force of diffirsion) is defined under conditions of constant chemical
potential of solvent (1), which then comprises all diffirsible components-buffer
species, supporting electrclyte, small ligands, etc., as well as water. This dialysis
step leads to a situation wherein the concentration of counterions in the macro-
molecular solution exceeds their concentration in the reference sector by the
product lZ"lC^lz,where C^ is the molar concentration of solute with net charge
Z^, whereas the non<ounterion concentration in the solution is lower by the
same factor Only for an uncharged macromolecule are the concentrations of
diffirsible ions identical in the solution and solvent sectors.

Various procedures may be used to effect the required distribution of dialpable
ions. Of those, the classical procedure of exhaustive dialysis may be avoided by
subjecting the macromolecular solution to zonal gel chromatography on a col-
umn prftquilibrated with the buffer to be used in the solvent sector. Altema-
tively, the use of centrifugal ultrafiltration assemblies can achieve the same
result. Although dialysis is precluded for a small solute, the condition of dialysis
equilibrium can still be achieved by adjusting the composition of solvent in
the reference sector to meet the above distribution requirements-a procedure

used to investigate the micellization of chlorpromazine by sedimentation
equilibrium (2).

A second consideration in the design of an experiment is the length of the
solution column to be subjected to sedimentatio! equilibrium. Inasmuch as the
time to attain equilibrium rraries inversely with tlre square of the column length
(3), columns larger than 3 mm are rarely used; and very short columns (< 1 mm)
can be used to accelerate the attainment of sedimentation equilibrium (4). Where-
as 16-36 hours rnay be required to achieve the required timeindependence of
solute distribution in 2-3 mm columns, effective sedimentation equilibrium
can be attained (admittedly with decreased accuracy) in less than an hour by de
creasing the column length to below 1 mm (a). The otier means of decreasing
the duration of an experiment is by resorting to initial overspeeding protocols
(5, 5). Inasmuch as equilibrium is, by definition, only reached in the limit of in-
finite time, an experiment is deemed to have attained the condition of effective
sedimentation equilibrium when distributions recorded several hours apart
become time.invariant.
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Sedimentation equilibrium: basic operation

Equipment and reagents
. Ultracentrifuge
. Opticalsystem

r Protein
. Buffer

Method

1 Concentration requirements of the protein: see Chapter 4 , Protcr;ol7.

2 Choice of optical system: as Chapter4, kotuoll. However, with interference optics,
the lower limit is - 0.5 mglml (as opposed to - 0.1 mglml for simple boundary
identification with sedimentation velocity) with the maximum path length cell
(12 mm) available in the )(L-I centrifuge. (A 2.$fold lower concentation is permiss-
ible with the 30 mm path length cells tlat can be used in the Model E.) Similarly
with W absorption optics a slightly higher loading concentration (compared with
sedimentation velocity) of - 0.3 absorbance units should be used. For higher con-
centrations (> 5 mgfml for interference optics or > 1.4 absorbance units) use
shorter path length cells.

3 Choice of appropriate buffer/solvent. As Chapter 4,Protocol1. For charged macrG
molecular systems, dialyse solutions against the reference buffer before analysis.
Altematively, employ gel chromatography to achieve dialysis equilibrium (see
above).

4 Loading the solutions into the cell. As with sedimentation velocity, double sector
cells need to be used. However, solution colurnns should be shorter to keep the time
to reach equilibrium down to acceptable levels. For a 12 mm optical path length
cell, a loading volume of 0.1 url will give a - 0.25 crn solution column. Equilibrium
is normally attained after - 12 h. In the ultra-short column method (4), solution
columns of as little as 0-7 mm (- O.OZ rrl) can attain equilibrium within a few
hours. The user may also wish to use a multichannel centrepiece in the cell(s) (see
Chapter 4, frgure 1). These permit three or more solutionfsolvent pairs. Although
they are generallyunsuitable for sedimentation velocitywork (because of an upper
speed limit of - 40000 r.p.m.) they are generally ideal for sedimentation equilie-
rium. However, because of the non-sector shape of the channels, the use of an inert
fluorocarbon oil to give a'false bottom' in each channel is recommended, although
the'intertness' should be checked beforehand.

5 Choose the appropriate temperature: as in Chapter 4,Protocd7.

5 Speeds are considerably lower than speeds used for velocity sedimentation, by a
factor of 2.5-3, unless the'meniscus depletion'method is beingused (abouttwofold
lower compared with sedimentation velocity). Thus for oyalbumin (M - 45 000) a
regular low speed equilibrium experiment would be conducted at 15000-20@0:
r.P.m., whereas a meniscus depletion experiment would be mn at 25000-30000
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its limitations (77,75,51). If the regular low- or intermediate speed method is being

I : used, the meniscus concentration needs to be found either by simple extrapolation

for IJV absorbance optics, or by more sophisticated procedures for interference optics

(see later). For schlieren optics (yielding M.*1, no such determination is required-

The larger the redistribution of solute concentmtion !n the centrifuge cell, the

greater is the accuracy of the result. However, attention should be paid to possible

loss of optical registration at or near the cell base if too high a speed is chosen

Where possible, two or three equilibrium speeds should be chosen, althouglt this

can extend the length of an expriment to several days: care needs to be taken over

protein stability.

Z Check for equilibrium by comparing scans/traces recorded several hours apart. Then

perform a baseline deterurination (forW absorption) by overspeeding (caution re'

quired with multichannel cells) and sedimenting all macromolecular solute before

recording the residual absorbance. Where this is not possible-namely for smaller

proteins (M below about 10000)where the equilibrium speed is going to be 400O0

r.p.m. or higher-make zure that you have dialysed carefully beforehand and that

dialysate is in the reference channe(s). For interference optics a baseline is not

necessary, but it may be important to perforrr a 'blank' correction to correct for

window distortion: this is achieved by either:

(a) Stopping the run, agitating the cell to uniformly redistribute the solute, and

returning to the equilibrium speed used before recording a scan immediately.

(b) Stopping the run, removing the solution and reference solvent (without dis-

mantling or loosening the torque on the cell buttress ring), flushing with water,

drying with a current of air, refilling with water in both reference and solution

sectors {to tle same level as the equitibrium experiment), and then returning'to

the eq-uilibrium speed used for arr immediate scan. These methods are discussed

in ref. 62.

8 Evaluate the partial specific volume of the protein (and any macromolecular ligand)

using the programme SEDNTERP or by densimetry (see Chapter 4' Protocol7)-

9 Choose the appropriate software (Protocd2l for analysis.

2.2 Extraction of the molecular weight of a sin$e solute
A sedimentation equilibrium distribution comprises a relatively featureless'

monotonic increase in solute concentration, c^, with radial distance from the

air-liquid meniscus (r") to the bottom (16) of the cell (Figure 1). Depending upon

whether the absorbance or interference optical system of the Beckman XL-I

ultracentrifuge is used to record the distribution, the ordinate is expressed as an

absorbance at a given wavelength, A^(r), or a Rayleigh fringe number, J{r), both

being directly proportional to the corresponding solute concentration, ca(r).
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the concentration distribution in a sedimentation
equilibrium experiment on a solution with radial extremities at ra and rb.

Sedimentation equilibrium was initially considered in terms of the balance

between the sedimentation and diftrsional migration processes (7); but it was
thsn lsalized that the results from such experiments were amenable to rigorous
thermodynamic analysis (8, 9). Consequently, even though the experimental
record is in terms of solute concentration as a function of radial distance, the
distribution of a single solute at sedimentation equilibrium is defined in temrs
of thermodlmamic activity, za, and the relationship (10, 11):

za,r) : zaf)explMA(1 - ilpj ro2(f - rfllpnr)l I4l

In this expression t}te thermodynamic activity at any given radial distance r is
related to its activity at a chosen reference radial distance rp by an exponential
term involving the buoyant molecular weight, the square of the angular velocity
(ro) and the difference between the squares of the two radial distances: M^(1 -

v^p.) to2l(zRt) is a combination of parameters termed the reduced molecular
weight. Such provision of inforrnation on the thermodynamic activity of solute
is extremely important from the viewpoint of incorporating rigorous allowance
for effects of thermodynamic non-ideality into the analysis of sedimentation
equilibrium distributions (12-15). However, most studies are performed under
conditions approaching thermodynamic ideality; and we therefore simplify
presentation of the analysis by considering that t}te weight-concentrations of
solute, clr) and ca(rp), may be zubstituted for za(r) and z6(rp) respectively in the
above expression. From the logarithmic forrr of EEntion 4 written in tlose
terms it is evident that:

Ma(1 - iapJ = (2RT/to'�)dlln c^(r)l/dl tsl

which allows the buoyant molecularweight to be determined from the slope of
the dependence ofthe natural logarithm ofthe concentration upon the square
of radial distance. Examples of moleanlar weight measurement by direct analysis
of a sedimentation equilibrium distribution (Eryation 4) and by means of the
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Figtre 2 Use of the absorption optical system of the Beckman XL-l ultracentrifuge to
determine the buoyant molecular weight of ovalbumin (pH 4.59, , : 0.16) by sedimentation
equilibrium at 9OOO r.p.m. and 2O'C. (a) Absorbance distribution at 280 nm and the best-ft
description, M/1 - vlpj : (11.6 + 0.4), in terms of Equation 4 witi rp = 7.OOO cm.
(b) Conesponding analysis of the same distribution according to Equation 5, together with
the best-lit relationship, Me(1 - vr".) : (11.6 + O.4), obtained by linear regression analysis.

logarithmic transform (Equarion 5) are presented inFigures 2o and 2b respectively,
which refer to results obtained with the absorption optical sJrstem.

Direct application of Equatims 4 and 5 to sedimentation equilibrium distrib-
utions recorded by means ofthe Rayleigh interference optical system is precfuded
by the fact that the ordinate of the distribution is recorded refractometrically in
terms of the difference between the solute concentration at radial distance r
and that at the air-liquid meniscus, r". This concentation difference is expressed
in terms of Rayleigh fringes j(r), where 3.33 fringes corresponds to a concentra-
tion difference of 1 mgfml for proteins (f O). J0, the number of fringes corres-
ponding to t}re solute concentration ca(r) must therefore be obtained from the
expression:

Irl = l(r) + j(rl l5l

which clearly requires knowledge of J(r^1, the refractive index counterpart of
ca(rJ, the solute concentration at the air-liquid meniscus.

An elegant mearls of overcoming the need to meazureJftj is the selection of
an angular velocity that ensures a value ofessentially zero for the solute con-
centration at the meniscus (Figure 3a), whereuponJ$) : j(rl. Such practice fonns
the basis of the very popular high-speed or menisorsdepletion variant of
sedimentation equilibrium (17). However, this obvious advantage of the high-
speed technique is accomplished at the expense of the range of r over which the
radial dependence ofJft) can be used; and hence ofthe inherent accuracy ofthe
molecular weight measurement. Greater accuracy is attainable from distribu-
tions obtained by the low-speed sedimentation equilibrium technique (3) because

(b)
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Flgure 3 Use of the Rayleigh interference optical system to record sedimentation equilibrium
distributions for cchymotrypsin. (a) Distribution obtained by subjecting an enzyme solution
(pH 4.1, ,0.08) to centrifugation at 34 0OO r.p.m. to achieve solute depletion at the meniscus.
(b) Distribution from a sample of c+hymotrypsin (pH 3.9, , O.20) spun at 14 OOO r.p.m.

of the ability to analyse the entire distribution (Figure 3b). However, its use is

conditional upon the measurement ofJftj to allow the calculation ofJf) from

j(rlviaEryationS.

Various methods are available for the deterrnination ofJfJ. In the 'intercept

over slope'procedure (18) which has been incorporatd in the program'MSTARI'
for molecular weight analysis from interference optical records (19) the funda-
mental differential equation of sedimentation equilibrium is manipulated to
yield the expression:

znr jft])llli�':(r)(1 - napJ ''l :JfJ (f - ,"'l + 2 f,^f j(r')ldr tn

where lf(r) is an operational point-average molecular weight at radial distance
r: {under thermodynamically ideal conditions for a single solute, W(r): M1 for
all r: other usefirl identities for heterogeneous and non-ideal systems are that
Irf(d : W"dr) and l'/r(rl : Mn.o* for the whole distribution (i.e. from menis-
cus to cell base) in the ultracentrifuge cell (18)). Rearrangement of EquationT to

the form:

j(r)le - r:) : IrMt) (1 - nepJ ,'lQKr)

+ Frtr(1 - vapJ t.2llznr(f- r.2))l f,^1, jnla, l8l

shows tlat the dependence of j(rll(f - t"') upot lt{r j(r)'}drll(f - r"2; has an

ordinate intercept ofJfiJlrf(r") (1 - vapJ ozlpnf]and a limiting slope, as 7 -> 17,

of I,f(rJ (1 - 'iapJ r2/(R4. The ratio of the ordinate intercept to the limiting
slope eliminates Mf.l and is just J(r")/2. The practical disadvantage of this p16'

cedure is that thelimiting slope is required near the meniscus: data near the
meniscus can be notoriously noisy because of the small fringe increments: this
problem can be partly obviated by multiple sampling of data sets for a range of
radial positions and extrapolating estimatedJ(r.) values to r --+ r" (19). Of course

tt2
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onceJ(Q has been found in this way, an estimate for ltr(r") : M*,wt) can be
obtained from the slope.

Provided that the entire sedimentation equilibrium distribution is resolved,
t}te problems of extrapolation procedure to obtain J"(r) can be obviated by per-
forming the integration in Equntioru 7 and 8 over the entire range of the distribu-
tion, r" to rp (the cell base), and invoking the mass conseryation requirement
that:

JoFv2 - r^'l = z [!^vut s+i{r)}ldr : [!^utt^l + i(rlldf le]
where Jo is the number of Rayleigh fringes observed by forming a boundary
between solvent and the loaded solute solution in a separate experiment with a
synthetic boundary cell. It then follows that:

JF^l: Vota2 - r,2) - Ilit ts*lilt,2 -':l [10]
The integration required for the application of this procedure is incorporated
into the MS?I{R progmm (19) referred to in Protocol 2, which allows for revision
of the J(r") value on the basis of the Jo value thereby deduced (20). It should be
noted that mass conseryation arguments may also be used to yield an equiva-
lent expression forJftj, namely (21):

Jt^) : J" _ lituyv, _ I!^*ollt t r, _ ,^rl [11]
An alternative procedure for determining a model-independent value ofJ"(r)

entails location of t}re hingepoint 16, the radial distance where the solute con-
centration may be identified with the loading concentration, i.e. the point where

l(rl : J". In current-generation ultracentrifuges the adoption of this procedure
relies upon concurrent use ofthe absorption optical system to record not only
the equilibrium distribution but also the distribution immediately after attain-
ment of rotor speed, when cdr) is the loading concentration for all r (22). After
ascertaining 16 from the intersection point of the two absorbance distributions,
the magnitude ofJftj is obtained asJ" - j(rj, whereupon the absolute fringe
distribution,J(r) versus r, is again determined fromEEntion6.

equili
,,€tioo,5g,$15t df allexrolea{atweigbt,Program t}rat does not assume amode}{norp, ,

omer; ideal, associating etc.). One zuch programme is MSTAR (19) with truo vers-ions:
I!fSTA&{ for UV absorption optics, MSIARI for interference optics (a new yenion
i\4gIARS ib being constructed for schlieren optics). MSIAR works out, amongst other

''thi4g,$,{i} the,(apr nt weight)ayerage molecularweightV*awover,thqwhole.dh:
fi-bution of solute iR the cennifuge cell (from meniscus ro to'base re) and (ii), ttre
(apparent) point weight-average molecular weight W,,*ttl as a function of 'radial

position; r (or the equivalent local concentration c(r). (N.8. If the ultrashort<olumn
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@
technique is used it will be dfficult to obtain reliable point average data.) The
difference between the value ofM"4*;, recorded over a range of loading concentration
and the monomer molecular weight M, (from sequence or MALDI mass spectro-
metry), should give an idea of the presence of protein-macromolecule interactions,
and the stoichiometry. Any increase in M*,*(r) vs c(y' should give an additional
indication of protein-macromolecular ligand interaction phenomena. M.*(r) and
M4wt) data can also be obtained from absorption or interference records (conzult
the help file for instmctions), but reliable data of this sort may not be achievable
with IIV absorption and is difficult with interference optics because it requires a
double mathematical differentiation of the raw concentration data-and each
successive differentiation amplifies noise): if M1w data is required, it is better to
use schlieren optics and to consult an advanced user. (fhe purpose of determining
both M, and M, is that the ratto MrlM* is a usefirl indicator of heterogeneity.)

2 The routines described in step 1 are based on the extraction ofapparent molecular
weight (i.e. not corrected for non-ideality). For non-interacting slntems non-ideality
is either negligible at low concentration (for proteins, usualllr < 0.5 mglrrl) or is
eliminated by extrapolation of M*o* ot M*.*{r) to zero concentration. However,
care has to be exercised with interacting systems because the extrapolation to
zero concentration favours the dissociated state (depending on the reaction
strength).

3 If a protein-macromolecular interaction has been identified {using e.g. step 1) then
use a program specifically designed for the analysis of interacting systems: for (i)
checking t}te stoichiometrlr of an interaction, (ii) estimating interaction constants'

& (in gfl) or I( (in {mol). Three examples are ASSOC4 provided by Beckman (64}, 1

NONUN (65), and PSI (66).,{SSOC4 and NONLDI are based on direct analysis of the c(y'
vs r data (essentially a tmncated forrr of Equction 14). NONttrI also permits 'global

analysis' in the sense of incorporating multiple sets of data recorded at dlfierent ryeeds
or different loading concentratians in the analysis. Both the Beclanan software and
NONTD{ permit the second thermodynamic virial coefficient to be entered if }:nown:
this can be predicted from knowledge of the triaxial molecular dimensions, hydration
and charge properties (67). However, floating this param€ter as a variable to extract
association constants is not recommended (see Sections 3.2 and 4.1.2). PSI (based on
EEntion 24) allows for the use of arbitrary refereuce points as opposed to the
meniscus (where the data is the least reliable), and pennits'global' analysis in the.

. sense of different species recorded using different,optical systems. It is essentially a
model independent version of an earlier progr;rmme called OltrG4 (19) based on
the omega function (F4ruiatiotts 15 and 16). PSI also facilitates incorporation of non
ideality and, conversely for single solute systems, provides a rneans for estrmating .
the second thermodynamic virial coefficient.

t t4
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2.3 Ertraction of point average molecular weights for
interacting systems
In a sedimentation equilibrium study of the simplest acceptor-ligand system
(A + B +-+ C) the solute distribution of each species is described by Eqntiur 4

written for that specific species, together with the additional restriction that the

thermodynamic activities (concentrations for an ideal rystem) of t}te two react-
ants and complex must complywith the law of mass action for tlte equilibrium
reaction (23, 24). From the viewpoint of molecular weight determination, any
single estimate must clearly be an average value that takes into account the pro
portion as well as the molecular weight of each species. Furtherrnore, the rel-
ative composition varies with radial distance (Figure aal and hence the average
molecular weight also reflects that variation, which is manifested lhgure 4bl as
curvilinearity in the plot of total concenhation 4n ?) according to Equotion 5-
The traditional molecular weight approach to ultracentrifugal analysis of such a
system thus requires delineation ofthe radial dependence ofthe weight-average
molecular weight, MJr), which is governed by the expressions:

U*trl: [c^(rff^ + cr(r)Ms + clrlMglltl

c(r) :c lr)+cB(r)+cdr)

cs(r) : XABca(r)cs(r)

l72al

I12bl

[12c1

where X6, the association equilibrium constant with species concentrations (c;)
expressed in gfitre, is related to its more traditional molar counterpart, Kas, by:

X: KABMdMAMB) [12d1

Iarger changes in average molecular weight are observed when the optical
system allows delineation of a constituent distibution, say cB(r) : cs(r) +

[Unp/c)cdr), rather than (or as well as) the distribution in terms of total con-
centration, c(r). This gives rise to a more orrvilinear plot for the dependence of
ln [cs(ril upon square of the radial distance ( - - - , Figure 4b); and reflects the fact
that the constituent weight-average molecular weight, MsF) is given by the
relationship:

Ms(r) : [ca(r) + cdrilMg/cs(r) [12e|

Metlods have certainly been developed (18, 25-28) for determining the re-
quired point-average molecular weights U*1r;-a task that amounts to defining
the slope of the tangent to the curvilinear plot in Figure 4b for each value of r.
Furthermore, the analysis of the consequent [IZJr), f{r)lor ffi(r), cfir)ldata has
also been the subject of theoretical deliberations (23,24), but the metfiod does
not seem to have been put into practice. It transpires that direct analysis ofthe
sedimentation equilibrium disribution afficrds a simpler approach which avoids
the undesirable magnification of experimental error associated with differenti-
ation to obtain a$ne (r\ldf or d[n Es(r)]ldf at each radial distance.
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Flgurc 4 Chatacterization of an acceptor{igand interaction by molecular weight analysis of a
sedimentation equilibrium distribution. (a) Concentration distributions from a simulated
sedimentation equilibrium experiment (12 OOO r.p.m., 20 "C) based on Equation 4 and the
following set of parameters for a 1:1 interaction between acceptor and ligand with respective
molecular weights of 6O OOO and 20 OOO (buoyant molecular weights of 15.6 and 5.2): r" =
6.85 cm, rn : 7.!5 crTl, rp : 7.0O cm; CAr,l : 5 pM, Q(rJ : 2O pM, tfu = 40 OOO tvt-l.
Broken lines signiry the simulated distributions for the indicated species, whereas the solid
line is the distribution in terms of total solute concentration d(4. (b) Analysis of the
distributions in terms of totat solute concentration E(l aN ligand constituent concentration
dB(r) according to Equation 5.

2.4 Direct curve-fitting of concentration distributions
For a reversible interaction involving complex formation between a multirralent
acceptor A and a univalent ligand B there are only two independent sediment-
ation equilibrium distributions to consider. That for the A component, which
includes acceptor contributing to fhe various complexes AB; as well as free
reactant, is given by:

Ca(r) : C4(r) + KasCa(r)CB(r) + Kas"Ca(rxCs(r)lt + ... [13a]

whereas the sedimentation equilibrium distribution for the ligand component
is described by

ertrt : cs(r) + Kasc6(r)cB(r) + 2KAB2cA(r)[cB(r)lt + ... I13bl
K^r and K^", are binding constants that describe the combined concentrations of
all complexes with a given stoichiometry. Molar concentrations (Cj have been
used to allow expression of the proportions ofA and B in the various complexes
as simple integers. The condition of sedimentation equilibrium,EEntion4 with
C1(r) substituted for z6(r) in an ideal system, is now introduced to allowEquatims
13c and 13b to be written in the form:

t l 6
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e^la : Ca(rp) rl4(r) + K^sCa(rp)CB(rp) r!a(r) r!3(r)

+ Ka6rCa(rp)[Cg(rr)lt'|,^(r)[ {n(rI' + ...

eB(4 : Cs(rp) rls(r) + K^rCa(rpps(rp) rla(r) Vs(r)

[1aa]

+2K1srC4(rF)[Cs(rF)f{,a(r)[tn(ril?+... [14b]

rp;(r) : exp[M6(t - u*) t'(f - rp:/ (zRT)]
i : A , B I14cl

On noting that rpa(r) : $n(r)]" where u : tMA(1 - vapjl/lMs(1 - tpJl, the right-
hand sides of EEntions 14a and 14b ate discrete multinomials in rps(r), with the
coefficients of the series defined in terms of the constant parameters clrp), cs(/F),
Kes, KABz, etc. Furthermore, determination of the buoyant molecular weight,
M(1 - i;p"), of the two reactants from separate sedimentation equilibrium
experiments on each reactant in t}le absence of the other allows {s(r) to be
regarded as the independent variable (22,291- The extent to which advantage
may be taken of direct curve.fitting to Equation 14 for evaluation of tfie equilib-
rium constant(s) and the reference radial concentrations of the two free react-
ans clearly depends upon the nature and number of sedimentation equilibrium
distributions available for analysis-

Inasmuch as tfie sedimentation equilibrium distributions are recorded optic-
ally in the ana\rtical ultracentrifuge, there are several situations that may be
encountered. The maximal potential for quantitative analysis of a sediment-
ation equilibrium experiment pertains when the optical system allows access to
the radial distributions of the separate concentrations of acceptor and ligand
constituents, d^1r; ana er(r;, whereupon the objective of direct cuwe.fitting is
the best description of both distributions in terrns of a single set of parameters
(30-33). To date this approach has been resnicted to the andysis of sediment-
ation equilibrium distributions recorded at different wavelengths to resolve the
separate distibutions for the A and B constituents-an approach tlat relies upon
additivity of the absorbances of reactants and complex(es) at each given wave
length. It is therefore necessary to demonstmte the validity of this assumption/
appmximation by recordtng spectra ofmixtures with a range of acceptorligand
ratios.

Because the Beckman )C-A ulEacentrifuge is only equipped with the absorp
tion optical system, the study of interactions such as those between proteins
and potysaccharides is disadvantaged in that the only recorded sedimentation
equilibrium distribution is in terms of the protein constituent. This situation
needs to be accommodated despite a relative lack of information on which to
base the quantitative analysis. In similar vein there is a need to consider the
circumstance in which the only available sedimentation equilibrium distrib-
ution is related to the combined constituent concentrations of acceptor and
ligand, e^1r1 + drlr;. tnis situation is the norm in sedimentation equilibrium
studies of interactions by means of the interference optical system, but has also
been encountered in an XL-A investigation of an interaction between two
flavoproteins {34). ;

ri:
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The latter two situations are clearly suboptimal from the viewpoint of inter-
preting quantitatively a sedimentation equilibrium experiment by direct cuwe.
fitting of the single distribution that is available. Alternative procedures based
on t}le integrated form of the sedimentation equilibrium expression for a single
solute (Equotinn al have been devised which illustrate the feasibility of a
quantitative analysis even under these adverse circumstances (22,3al.

2.5 Omega and psi analyses of sedimentation equilibrium
distributions
A major breakthrough in the interpretation of sedimentation equilibrium dis-
tributions for interacting systems was the decision to abandon the use of mol-
ecular weight analysis in favour of evaluation of ttre thermodynamic activity
of the smallest species contributing to a sedimentation equilibrium distribution
(11' 35, 36). For this purpose the omega function for the smaller (ligand) reactanl
Os(r), was obtained from the Rayleigh sedimentation equilibrium distribution
by means of the relationship:

os(r) : [;(r)[(rp)]expffi(1 - vrpJ toz(rF2 - ly (2RT)l llsl

where i(r) and i(rp) denote the total solute concentrations at the respective radial
and reference radial positions On t}te grounds that:

lim Os(r) : zs(rplMslE(r1l t16l
E(r).-> O

the thermodynamic activity of free ligand at the reference radial position, zs(rs),
was then obtained from the ordinate intercept of the dependence of ,fts(r) upon
c(r); and the thermodynamic activity of free ligand throughout the distribution
determined by applying Eqrntion 4 (11). Subject to the validity of aszumed
thermodlmamic ideality, each experimenally determined value ofcaf) could be
subtracted frorn ds(r) to yield a revised concentration distribution, i6*(r) versus r,
with the acceptor the smallest contributor. Repetition of the above steps wit]'.
tie omega function defined as Oa(r) could then be used to Feld c6(rp) and hence
c1(r) throughout the distribution. As noted at that early stage (3s, 36), successive
application of the omega procedure to the residual distributions has the poten-
tial to define the concentrations ofall reactant and product species contributing
to the original dependence of f(r) upon radial distance; and hence to define the
equilibrium constant(s) describing complex formation between acceptor and
ligand.

ln the event that separate concentration distributions are available for the
acceptor and ligand constituents, the same approach can be applied to each of
the distributions on the basis of a redefined definition of O1(r), namely

Q(r) : 1d141e1rgexpffi(1 - iipJ rr(rr' - l)/(zRT)l I17l
to obtain the free acceptor and free ligand activity distributions from the re,
spective sedimentation equilibrium distributions in terms of e^(r) and es(r). For
the ideal case subtraction of each Q1r; tom C;(r) allows access to Cs(r) from the

r t 8
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next round of omega analysis on the residual distributions for acceptor and
ligand constituents. Equilibrium constants evaluated under sugh circumstances
should exhibit less experimental error because of the greater amount of
information upon which the analysis is based.

A drawback of t}re omega analysis is the extent of reliance placed upon the
accuracy of a curvilinear extrapolation to obtain Ci(rp) from the ordinate inter-
cept of the dependence of ,f\(r) upon Q1r) (frgure 5ol. Furthermore, the method is
open to criticism on the statistical grounds that there is no independent variable.
These deficiencies are readily overcome by resorting to the psi function (13-15,
22), which has already been defined in Equction 74c. As well as providing the basis
for the modeldependent cuwe.fitting procedure described above, EEntims 14a
and 14b may be used to evaluate the free concentrations of acceptor and ligand
at the reference radial position independently of any model of the interaction.
Specffically, division of EEtation 1 b by rps(r) yields the expression:

Ce(ry *r(r) : Cn(rr) + KABCl(rpps(rp) rl4(r) + ... Ir8a]
which signifies that the concentration of free ligand at the reference radial
position may be obtained as tfie ordinate intercept of the dependence of es(r)/
rls(r) upon rla(r). This dependence is linear if complex formation is restricted to
1:1 stoichiomeEy and acceptably curvilinear if higher complexes are formed
(kgure 5b)- Corresponding ana\rsis of the acceptor constituent concentration
distribution in terms of the expression:

Ca(rll g6(rl: Ca(rr) + K^"C1(rpps(rF) ,lrs(r) + ... [18b]

has the potential to yield C;(rpl (Figure 5c) and hence Ca(r) throughout the
distribution. Kes, KABz, etc., may therefore be evaluated by cuwe-fitting the [e^1r),

i 1
ar

(a)

ft

I
-i- 6r11sYde(rr)

0 5 0 1 @ 0

6e(r) (pM)

(c)
le

+

'*c*(rr)

1.5 3.0 0 0.8 1.6

vA(r) \r8(r)

=
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to

=
1

9. 50

l()

FiElure 5 Comparison of the omega and psi procedures for analysis of the sedimentation
equilibrium distributions simulated in ngurc 3. (a) Evaluation ot C"(rr)/C"(fl as the ordinate
intercept of the plot of iu14 data according to Equation 12 with rr = 7.OO cm. (b)
Conesponding psi analysis of the same data according lo Equation 18a to obtain Cs(r6) as
the ordinate intercept. (c) PS, analysis (Eguation 18b) of the distribution for acceptor
constituent to obtain CA(rF).

(b)

Ie

V
<- ca(rr)
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dr1r1, C^1r1, Cs(r)l data set in terms of Equations 14a and 14b. Alternatively, the

combination of Cs(r) from analysis of the ligand constituent concentration dis-

tribution with the corresponding values of Crlr; and C^(r) allows analysis of the

results in conventional binding fashion, namely:

u (r) : [eg(r) - cB(4ye^(r) [1sal

: {r*cs(r)+ 2K6sr[cs(r)lt + ..]/{1 + Kascs(r} + K^p[cr(r)]2 +...] [19b1

Such analysis has been used to characterize an electrostatic interaction between

ovalbumin and clrtochrome c at low ionic strength and neutral pH (21).

Although lacking the sophistication of the direct cuwe'fitting procedure, the

psi analysis does have some advantages from the experimental viewpoint.

(a) In keeping with its predecessor, the omega analysis, the method based on the

psi function extracts experimental estimates of the concentration distribu-

tions for the free reactants independently of any model of t}te acceptor-

ligand interaction.

(b) Sr(r) is a transformed but acceptable independent variable because of t}le

essential absence of uncertainty in the measurement of radial distance.

(c) If desired, complete separation of the dependent (er(r;; from the independ-

ent (rps(r)) variable can be effected by determining Cs(4)as the limiting slope

of the dependence of er(r1 upon rf4(r) (EEntion 14b) rather than as the

ordinate intercept of the dependence of er(r)/ rfs(r) upon $6fl @quationlSa).

A description ofthe execution ofthis procedure is given in Protocol 3.

GtiaiaGterization of a macrqnolecular interacti

.Equipfient and reagents
r SeeProfocoll

:
Method

1 Evaluate the buofant molecular mass, Mr(1 - ipJ, of each reactant O !f,t
mentation equitbriurn of the individtui reactants in the buffer to be

' , t q e s t h e r e o f ( s e e P r o t o c o l l ) . , , ,  
. , , . : .  

'  
: i : i , , ,  l , '  :

,.2-,'[,thg,Dnsisof + rougb,esqqr{b of.fu binttturg.sapstalt 'Sf ru
-.:rinteraAlo*,prepa*a,+'-itU.eqqpb.Ugou.ru"€g@

eqqiliArium mixture witb significeni concentratiorrs of con,plex'and re:

g S"te.t a rotor speed for the eql+itibrium niri Aon tte l*tgb, ry*F
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3 Sedimentation equilibrium studies of ligand
binding
A major limitation of sedimentation wlocity procedures (as described in the pre.
vious chapter) for the characterization of acceptor-ligand interactions is the
need to adopt a hydrodynamic model of any postulated complex in order to
assign a magnitude to sas. Inasmuch as the molecular weight of the same com-
plex can be assigned unambiguously on the basis of Ma, Ms and the postulated
stoichiometry (4, the analysis of sedirnentation equilibrium distributions has
obvious advantages over sedimentation velocity methods for characterizing
acceptor-ligand interactions. Apart from an isolated study of the ovalbumin-
lysozlmre interaction 20 years ago by means of the omega analysis (36), the use
of sedimentation equilibrium for the characterization of acceptor-ligand inter-
actions has been resfticted to post-199o. By t]ren the advantages ofdirect analysis
of concentration (absorbance) distributions had been realized; and accordingly
the use of average molecular weights for such characterization has largely been
by-passed.

3.1 Evaluation of the concentration distributions of
individual species
To date there have been only three studies in which the charactefizatton of
an acceptor-ligand interaction has been based on the extraction of model-

l2l
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independent concentration distributions for the two free reactants from sedi-
mentation equilibrium experiments on mixtures of the two reactants. Because
the inaugural experimental study (36) employed the Rayleigh optical system, it
inevitably encountered the least desirable situation where the only information
arrailable is in terms of the total solute concentration distribution A similar
situation was encountered in a recent study of the interaction between an
electron transferring flavoprotein and trimethylamine dehydrogenase by means
of the XL-A absorption optical system (34), both reactants being flavoproteins
with comparable spectral characteristics throughout tle entire range of access-
ible ultra-violet and visible wavelengths. In t}te other study (22) the two react-
ants, ovalbumin and cytochrome c, were chosen deliberately to illustrate the
optimal situation with access to the separate constituent concentration
distributions, C^1r; ana er1r1.

3.1.1 Analysis of the total concentration distribution
In the characterization of the ovalbumin-lysozyme interaction from Rayleigh
optical records of the total concentration distribution (36), the omega analysis
(Eryation 15) was first used to evaluate cs(rp) lfrgre 6a) and hence the concen-
tration distribution of free lysozyme throughout the distributionviaEqntian4.
Subtraction of cs(r) from Q(r) then led to a revised total distribution, i'(r) versus
r, with ovalbumin as the smallest solute species. Repetition of the omega
analysis on the revised distribution (Hgure 5b) then yielded c1(rp) and hence ca(r)
throughout the distribution

A comparable procedure was adopted in a sedimentation equilibrium study

{34) of the interaction between an electron transferring flavoprotein (B) and tri-

1 .32.6

1 . 1

0.91 . 0

(a)

ce(rrV&rr)

(b)

"otr.)lc-(rr)

0.5 1.0 1.5

i.o trqru

o.2 0.7
0 0.6 1.2 1.8 0

Ittl (tdtD

Figure 6 Determination of the ftee concentrations of lysozyme (B) and ovalbumin (A) by
omega analysis of a Rayleigh sedimentation equilibrium distribution for a mixture of the two
reactants. (a) Dependence of Oe(d (Equation 10 upon total concentration d(r) to obtain
cB(rF) in a mixture with a total concentration, d(rr), ol O.52 m&lmL (b) Conesponding
dependence of Or*(4 residual total concentration c*(r) to obtain cA(rF) at the same reference
radial position. Data are taken from ref. 36.
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Figure 7 Characterization of the interaction between an electron transfening flavoprotein
(B) and trimethylamine dehydrogenase (A) by psi analysis of a sedimentation equilibrium
distribution (A4d for a mi)dure of the two reactants. (a) Determination of ,48(rF) as the
ordinate intercept of the dependence of ,{,,(f/ *s(4 upon tr(4/ te(t) for a mixture with
4"(rr) : 0.45. (b) Conesponding plot ofthe residual total absorbance distribution to obtain
,4h(r, as the ordinate intercept. (c) Evaluation of the equilibrium constant KA8. Data are taken
from ref. 34.

methylamine dehydrogenase (A) except that psi rather than the omega function
was used to evaluate absorbances corresponding to cs(rr) and c6(rp) (frgures 7o and
7bl. Tll,e equilibrium constant, K^s, was then obtained by plotting the residual
absorbance at 280 nm divided by the free concentration ofdehydrogenase as a
function of free electron traruferring flavoprotein (Figtre 7c). Because trimethyl-
amine dehydrogenase (a dimer) possesses two sites for electron transferring
flavoprotein, the slope of frgure 7c (K6 multiplied by the molar absorption co
efficient of complex) almost certainly defines 2kas, where kas is the intrinsic
binding constant (37). In that regard the essentially linear form of Figure 7b
signifies the contribution of essentially a single species to the residual absorb-
ance (see Flgure 5), whereupon the contribution of AB2 must be negligible-an
inference supported by the essentidly linear nature of Figure 7c.

3.L.2 Analysis of separate constituent concentration distributions
As noted above, the only other attempt to extract a reactant concentration dis-
tribution from sedimentation equilibrium rezults for an acceptor-ligand system
(22) involved a study of the electrostatic interaction between cytochrome c (B)
and ovalbumin (A) at low ionic strength (pH 6.3, I: 0.03). Figtre Sopresents sedi-
mentation equilibrium distributions recorded at 410 and 280 nm for a mixture
of ovalbumin and qrtochrome c that had been centrifuged to equilibrium at
15000 r.p.m. and 20"C. Because the grtochrome c constituent is the only con-
tributor to the distribution recorded at 410 nm, the radial dependence of Cr(r; is
readily obtained as A.aro(r) divided by the molar absorption coefficient of cyto-
chrome c at that wavelength (Hgure 8b).Ihowledge of the relative magnitudes of
the molar absorption coefficients of qrtochrome c at 280 and 410 nm then
allows calculation of the contribution of Crlr; to Azso(r), whereupon i^1r; is
obtained from the residual absorbance at each radial distance (Figure 8b).

0 0.8 1.6 2.4

Ce(r) (rM)
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Figure 8 Sedimentation equilibrium distributions at 15OOO r.p.m. and 2O.C for a mixture of
ovalbumin (A) and cytochrome c (B). (a) Distributions in terms of absorbances at 41O and
28O nm, together with the estimated contribution of the cytochrome c constituent to the
absorbance at 28O nm. (b) Constituent concentration distributions for the two components.
Data are taken from ret.22.

Analysis of the er(r) distribution in terms of EEntiur 18a is presented in.Egure
9a, where the essentially linear dependence of e*O/ qrrta upon rpa(r) indicates
the dominance of 1:1 complex forrration between cytodrrome c and ovalbumin
under these conditions. Substitution of the value of Cs(rF) obtained from the
ordinate intercept rulrto F4uation 4 again allows calculation of Cs(r) throughout
the distribution, and hence of the binding function v(r) via EEntion lg. Rezults
from a series of sedimentation equilibrium experiments on acceptor-ligand
mixtures are presented as a binding cunre in Figure 9b, which signifies a binding
constant Ks (Eqntion 19bl of (60000 -r 2000) M-l for 1:1 complex forrration
between ovalbumin and cytochrome c (22).

3.2 Direct modelling of sedimentation equilibrium
distributions
The majority of studies of acceptor-ligand interactions by sedimentation equilib
rium have employed direct cunrefitting of absorbance distributions at tvyo or
more wavelengths in order to determine the binding constant for 1:1 inter-

t24
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(a)

i--Cs(r6)

9 o-3

4 0 8 1 6
Ce(r) (rrM)

Figure 9 Characterization of the interaction between ovalbumin (A) and cytochrome c (B),
pH 6.3, l: 0.O3, by sedimentation equilibrium. (a) Evaluation of Q(rp) at the reference
radiaf position (7.0OO cm) by psi analysis (Equation 18a). (b) Binding curve, together with
the best-fit description (p : 7, Kes: 6OO@ il4-11 in terms o! Equation 79b. Data are taken
from ret.22-

action (3G-33) and for interactions with greater stoidriomeby (38). Software pro
grams are zupplied with the Beckrnan instmment to facilitate such endeavours,
which amount to curvefitting of the distributions to E4totims 74a artd 14b
(truncated at the second term on the right-hand side for 1:1 complex formation)
or their equivalents in terms of absorbances and molar absorption coefficients-
The steps involved in the characterization ofan acceptor-ligand interaction by
direct curve.fitting are outlined in a recent discussion (39) ofthe characteriza-
tion of heterogeneous associations. Furthermore, that investigation (39) extends
the analysis by incorporating into Equotiotts 14o and 14b the capacity to make
rigorous allowance for the effects of thermodynamic non-ideality on the
statistical-mechanical basis of excluded volume.

Although more elegant and potentially far more accurate than the procedures
described in the previous two sections, the direct cuwe-fining procedures are,
of course, model{ependent from t}e outset. Such modeldependence poses no
great problem when the experimenter is certain of the reaction stoichiometry,
but it is rather disconcerting to find C1(rp) and Cs(rp) underyoing variation as the
result of including extra terms in Equotiotts 74a and 14b to encompass a range of
possible reaqtion stoichiomeEies. Despite the greater inaccuracy of the procedures
illusbated in Figures 6-9 because of promulgated errors in Ca(r) (frgtres 5 and 7)
or erlr; - Cs(r) (Figure 9l as the result of uncertainty inherent in the estimates of
Cs(r), those methods do have the advantage of being model-independent until
the final step. They may therefore be preferable for delineating the model of
the interacrion, which is based on fitting the experimental data [e^1r1, Cr1rll to
specified expressions (Eqntions 14a and iab) in the two model-independent vari-
ables Ca(r) and Cs(r)- Subsequent refinement of the characterization in terms of
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affinity (KAB, etc.) may then well ensue from direct curve-fitting of the rezults in

terms of the model emanating fiom that first ana$sis.

4 Ligand perturbation of acceptor self-association
The major emphasis in ultracentrifugal studies of interacting systems has un-

doubtedly been the characterization of protein self-association (11' 13' 27,40481.

In the present context advantage has been taken ofthat experience to delineate

binding parameters for the interactions of small ligands with the various oligo

meric states of an acceptor (49-56). Introduction of the concePts involved in

these preferential binding studies is predicated uPon an understanding oftlie

characterization of acceptor self-association by sedimentation equilibrium:a

topic that is therefore considered first

4.1 Gharacterization of acceptor self-association by
sediment€tion equi I ibrium
Because studies of solute selfassociation heralded the introduction of sediment-

ation equilibrium for tfie characterization of macrornolecular interactions, the

field was developed initially in the context of molecular weight measulemenl

We therefore begin with a disorssion of that approach, which has, however, been

superseded by direct analysis of the sedimentation equilibrium distributions for

a self-associating solute.

4.1.1 Analysis of weight-average molecular weights

The concentrationdependence of weight-average molecular weight deduced

from separate sedimentation equilibrium distributions for lyso4rme (43) are

presented tnFigure 10c. From this information we now need to manipulate the

results to obtain fr, the weight-fraction of solute in monomeric state. By

combining the expression (57, 58):

Nt,,1ur: d(ln ii/d(ln C')

with that for the weight-fraction of monomer:

f i : c/Er,=lvIglEa l21l

where C, is the molar concentration of monomer with molecular weight Mt, it

follows that:

krf, = J;^ {lU/M^) - ll/tA}da^ I22l

A plot of the dependence of {[(Mr/Mi - 1]/ia upon e 6 (Figure 10b) has the poten-

tial to provide their inter-relationship as the precursor of numerical integration

to obtain the weight-fraction of monomer from EEtation?2-Finally' curve-fining

of the dependence of total concentratioo, c1, uPon monomer concentration'

h: fi* to the expression:

120l

[23]
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Figure 10 Characterization of solute self-association by analysis of sedimentation
equilibrium distributions in terms of weight-averqe molecular weight. (a) Concentration
dependence of Uo[ obtained from four sedimentation equilibrium experiments on lysoryrne
(pH 6.7, I : O.a7,15 "C), the data being taken frorn ref. 43. (b) Replot of the results for
e\€fuation of the weight-fraction of monomer ua Equation 22.

is used to obtain the various equilibrium constants X; (litreil g1-i) describing the
formation of i-merfrom monomer.

A shortcoming of this approach is the differentiation of the sedimentation
equilibrium distributions, fa(r) versus r, to obtain tfr^1r; as d[nia(r)]/dr, at radial
distance r. This procedure magnifies the uncertainqr inherent in the experi-
mental distribution, and thereby renders very difficult the delineation of the re.
lationship to be integrated in Equafian 22 (Figure 10). Furthermore, the approach
is circular in the sense that the molecular weight data obtained by differenti-
ation are then reintegrated to obtainfr, the weight-fraction of monomer. For
over 20 years such use of molecular weight measurements has been rendered
redundant by the realization that direct analysis of sedimentation equilibrium
distributions affords a simpler and more accurate means of characterizing
solute self-association (11, 13, 39, 59).

4.1,.2 Direct analysis of sedimentation equilibrium distributions
By analogy with lquarions 13 and 14, a more direct approach to the analysis of
sedimentation equilibrium distributions reflecting solute self-association is to
incorporate the psi function (Eryation74c) for monomer i\to EEniion23, which
then becomes:

cr(r) : cr(rF)tr(r) + Xrlcrlrl tr(rilt + X3[cr(r)tr(r)]t + ... I24l

Non-linear least-squares analysis of the dependence of ia{r) upon r}r(r) for a given
sedimentation equilibrium distribution in terms of this expression with {r(r) as
the independent variable thus yields the association constants (&, Xr, ...) and
cr(r.) as the evaluated curve-fitting parameters. In order to accommodate data
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Figure 11 Characterization of lysozyme setf-association (pH 8.O, , O.15, 15'C) by direct
analysis of sedimentation equilibrium distributions. (a) Dependence of total solute
concentration upon Vr(4 evaluated fiom two sedimentation equilibrium distributions on
lysozytne by choosing rp in each experiment to achieve a common value of c^(r6): also shown
is the best-ft description obtained by non-.linear regression analysis in terms of Equation 24.
(b) Dependence of total lysoryme concentration upon the thermodynamic activity of monomer
obtained by global analysis of four separate sedimentation equilibrium distributions,
including those analysed in (a), on the basis of a common reference radial position (re) of
7.O5 cm. Data in (a) and (b) are taken ftom refs 13 and 39 respectively.

from several sedimentation equilibrium distributions into a global analysis, the
initial approach (13) was to tie the r!r(r) scales for separate data sets by selecting
individual reference radial positions (rp) corresponding to the same total solute
concentration c^(r.)-the approach illustrated in Figure 11a. An alternative
procedure (39) simply entails concomitant analysis of solute distributions from
all experiments to obtain a global best-fit value of each equilibrium constant as
well as t}re coresponding cr(rp) estimate for each rut- Despite differences in ttre
values of cr(rpl from the individual experiments, the results are amenable to
collective display as a dependence of ia(r) upon the magnitude of cr(r) :

*t(r)cr(rr).This feature of the global psi analysis is illustrated in Figure 17b, where
expression of the absciss in terms of the thermodynamic aaivity of monomer
(rather than its concentration) emphasizes the ability of fhe direct approach to
make rigorous allowance for the effects of thermodynamic non-ideality on the
statistical-mechanical basis of excluded volume (13, 39).

The soffware packages that are provided with Beclanan ultracentrifuges for
the analysis of solute self-association are based on the Yphantis method of direct
analysis (59), which is equivalent to the above procedure for ideal qrstems. How-
ever, the allowance for thermodynamic non-ideality that is incorporated therein
is based on the Adams and Fujita assumption (a0) that thermodynamic activities
are given by the expression z;(r) : iBMreA(d, where B is an empirical curve-fitting
pammeter. This assumption implies that thermodynamic non-ideality does not
influence the extent of solute self-association because self-cancellation of its
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effects has been designed in the ratio of activity coefficients that relate the
apparent and tme equilibrium constants (60, 61). It is therefore hoped that the
prograns will soon be upgraded to accommodate more realistic allowance for
the effects of thermodynamic non-ideality.

4.!.3 Earlier procedures for characterizing twostate self-
association
For an ideal monomer-dimer system the applicationof EEntiurZ4 in the form:

c-a(r[ tr(r) : cr(rr) + Xr[c1(rrl1,r(r) [2s]

allor,vs cr(r.) to be obtained as the ordinate intercept of the dependence of c^(r)/
*r(rFa feature illustrated in Figure 72a for the dimerization (2crp +-+ c2pj of
aquomethaemoglobin (pH 6.0, I : 0.10). Furtherhore, combination of the con-
sequent value of cr(rp) with the magnitude of the slope, Xr[q(rr[2, yields a
dimerization constant of (2.0 -r 0.2) litrelg under these conditions (56).

Prior to the development of direct analytical procedures for the deterrnina-
tion of Xr, weight-average molecular weights were used to evaluate the concen-
tration of monomeric acceptor associated with the total acceptor concentration
to which Ma referred- From the definition of the weight-average moleqular
weight for a monomer-dimer qystem, name\n

Ii\: [qMt + (c^ - hlMzllEe

the concentration of monomeric acceptor may be obtained as:

cr: E5(M2 - Ifil Mz - Mr)

[26a1
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figute a2 Eadier methods of characterizing acceptor dimerization by sedimentation
equilibrium. (a) Direct analysis of sedimentation equilibrium distributions for methaemoglobin
(pH 6.0' /: o.1o) in terms oI Equation 25. (b) Use ot Equation 2zto characterize the
dimerization of cchyrnotrypsin (pH 7.8, I : o.2s) ftom [cA, c1l data obtained by molecular
weight analysis (Equation 26) of sedimentation equitibrium distributions. Data in (a) and (b)
are taken from refs 56 and 50 respectively.
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Evaluation of X2 from a series of [fa, ct] data thus generated may then be accom-

plished by plotting the results according to the expression:

log (i6 - cr) : log X2 + 2log q 1271

which is the logarithmic form of the law of mass action for a monomer-dimer

equilibrium. The application of this procedure to obtain log & from the

ordinate intercept of the dependence of log (da - cr) upon log ct is illusnated in

Figure 12b, which refers to the dimerization of a-chymotrypsin in phosphate

buffer, pH 7.8, i 0.28 (s0).

4.2 Displacement of an acceptor self-association
equilibrium by ligand binding
For purposes of illustration we consider a monomer-dimer acceptor system in

which ligand (B) binds to p equivalent and independent sites on monomer with

intrinsic binding constant ks, and to q such sites on dimeric acceptor with

intrinsic constant k2s. From considerations of mass conserrration it follows that

the total weight<oncentration of acceptor, ia' is given by

ie: fr + i2 = c1(1 + krBCBf + c2(1 + ktnCr)q [281

where f, and -2 are the respective constituent concentrations of monomeric and

dimeric forms of acceptor. Provided that B is sufficiently small to justiff the

approximations that Mrr, : M, and Mzs' o M, fot all values of i (0 < i s p and

0 < i < q for monomeric and dimeric states respectively), the effect of ligand

binding on the monomer-dimer equilibrium position can be monitored by

measuring the constitutive dimerization constant' .f,r, defined (51) as:

Xz: Ezle | : xr(1 + kzBcils/(1 + klBcBFP l29l

where X, is the dimerization constant measured in the absence of B. Except for

the situation in which ligand binding occurs independently of acceptor self-

association (krs = kzs, q, : 2p|, the binding of a small ligand is manifested as a

dependence of*, upon free ligand concentration Cs. For data obtained by sedi-

mentation equilibrium of a dimerizing acceptor solution in dialysis equilibrium

with a free concentration Cg of ligand, the parameters to emerge from applica-

tton of EEtation25 are d1(rp) and &. Alternatively' analysis of the distributions by

means of Eqntions25 and2T lead to values of i, and logXr.

Preferential binding of ligand to one oligomeric state of acceptor leads to

several forms of the dependence of & upott Cs, which therefore provides a

powerfi.rl means of probing the relative affinities of monomeric and dimeric

acceptor states for ligand. This aspect of sedimentation equilibrium studies is

illustrated by considering the effects of ligand binding on several self-associating

acceptor rystems.

4.3 lllustrative studies of preferential ligand binding by
sedimentation equilibrium
The binding of N-acetylglucosamine to lysozyme affords an example of prefer-

entiat binding despite the fact that monomeric and polymeric states of the

1 3 0
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t 0 ,  |  |  t  I  o
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Flgure 13 Use of sedimentation equilibrium to monitor perturbation of acceptor self-
association as the result of preferential binding of a small ligand to one acceptor state.
(a) Efiect of f$acelylglucosamine on the weight-average molecular weiglrt of lysozyme,
pH 8.O, ,: O.15 (52). (b) Dependence of the constitutive dimerization constant for cr-
chyrnotrypsin upon the concentration of two competitive inhibitors. Unes denote the
theoretcaf dependencies predicted by Equation 2for phenytpropiolate (k3: O.76krs) drd
Nacetyltryptophan (k2g = 0.19k$). Experimental data are taken from refs 50 and 55.

en4/me exhibit equal affinities for ligand (kn : kzs).Because the active site is
involved in the head-tetail association of lysozyme, there is only one binding
site for N-acetyltryptophan on each acceptor state (52, 53). In keeping with the
qualiative predictions of EErotion 29 for a rystem with k1B : kzr and q < 2p, the
extent of self-association decreases with increasing ligand concentration-an
effect evident from fhe dependence of weight-average molecular weight of lyso
zyme upon N-acet5rlglucosamine concentration (Figure 13a). However, departure
of the system from a twostate self-association (Figure 11) precludes its use to
illustrate quantitatively the prediction (Equotion2g) that X, -- 0 as Cs --+ o.

Although sites are conserved (q. : 2, p : 7) in the dimerization of a.-
chymotrypsin, competitive inhibitors such as phenylpropiolate (50)andN-acetyl-
tryptophan (55) bind preferentially to monomeric enzJmre because k1B > k2B. ln
keeping with the predictions of Equation 29, X2 again decreases with increasing
ligand concentration (Figure 13b1. For these rystems, however, the predicted
limiting magnirude of X, is grven by

lim& = Xrlrslkrs)e [301
Cg-+ m

whereupon a limiting value of zero for .t, would implicate exclusive binding
of ligand to monomer (kzr : 0). For the interactions of phenylpropiolate and
N-acetyltryptophan with ct<hymotqpsin these limits are finite because k, =
0.76k18 and 0.19krs for the respective ligands (50, 55).

The same limiting expression applies to the preferential interaction of ligands
with dimeric acceptor under conditions of site conservation (q : 2p, kzs > k B),

t . 020
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Figure 14 Further examples of the perturbation of acceptor dimerization as the result of
preferential ligand binding. (a) Predicted effect of Zn2+ concentraUon on the constitutive
binding constant for bacterial cr-am/ase-a system involving exclusive binding of the
metal ion to a single site on dimer (54). (b) Dependence of the constitutive dimerization
constant for methaemogobin upon NADH concentration (56!-a system with k2g > klB but
q < 2 P ( P  =  q : 1 ) .

but Xt now exhibits a positive dependence upon Cs. A ligand-mediated increase
in X,n without limit is predicted for the binding of Zn2+ to bacterial *amylase
(Figure 14a), a qrstem for which binding is restricted to a single site on dimec i.e.
a system for which q: 1, p and/or krs : 0 (54).

Finally, the interaction of methaemoglobin with NADH (56) and other organo
phosphate analogues of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (51) illustrates the possible
existence of a critical point in the dependence of .f,, upon Cs (frgure 7ab). Prefer-
ential binding is an ambiguous terrn for this system inasmuch as dimer (the
ct2B2 species) is the preferred acceptor on the basis of affinity (kzn > krs), whereas
monomer (crB) is t}re preferred form from the viewpoint of site numbers-one
site per basemole of acceptor compared with one site per two base.moles for
dimeric acceptor (p : 7, q.: 11. At low ligand concentrations the magnitude of
X, increases with CB because the binding of a single molecule of organophos-
phate to the B-cleft of dimer is the dominant phenomenon; but at higher con-
centrations the denominator of Eqtrition 29 dominates the magnitude of .f,r,
which then decreases with increasing Cs. Non-linear regression analysis of the
results rnEigtre 14b according toEEntion2g withp : 1 and q : 1 signifies values
of (700 -r 100) and (5000 * 10OO) M-l for k s and kzs respectively (56). A point of
interest is that this interplay of equilibria is more amenable to quantitative
characterization by sedimentation equilibrium than by dassical binding studies.

4 Concluding remarks
Sedimentation equilibrium has much to offer for the quantitative character-
ization of acceptor-ligand interactions for systems in whidr both reactants are

l )2
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macromolecular. Its use for the study of the interaction between a small ligand
and a macromolecular acceptor is limited unless the ligand has a unique spectml
characteristic that allows analysis of the equilibrium distribution for that con-
stituent. On the other hand, sedimentation equilibrium has played a vital role
in characterizing the interplay of equilibria responsible for ligand perturbatitin
of acceptor self-association as the result of preferential binding of a small ligand
to one oligomeric state. In this review attention has been confined to the study
of macromolecular interactions on the basis of thermodynamic ideality on the
grounds that this assumption is a reasonable approximation for t}le relatively
dilute solutions that are use in most in yitro studies. However, rigorous allowance
for the effects of thermodynamic non ideality on the statistical-mechanical basis
of excluded volume has been incorporated into the analysis of sedimentation
equilibrium distributions reflecting either solute self-association (13, 29, 39) or
interaction between dissimilar macromolecular reactants (29, 39).
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